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ABSTRACT Artificial Immune Recognition System is a widely used bio-inspired algorithm that describes
the recognition tasks of antigen by memory cells. Despite the success of the Artificial Immune Recognition
System, the basic version has some drawbacks which have a direct impact on system efficiency in terms of
the quality of the results, data explosion, and calculation cost. This paper investigates these disadvantages
and proposes several modifications in the original version to overcome these problems. First, the concept
of weight and lifetime counter was introduced for each memory cell to improve quality; second, a new
mechanism was added to eliminate inactive memory cell models to reduce data explosion, and third, the
structure of thememory cells set was replaced by a binary search tree to reduce processing time. Furthermore,
this paper improves some algorithm functionalities especially in the mutation function and the memory
cell introduction mechanism. The experimental results conducted on eleven public datasets show that the
proposed method outperforms the original version, all the revised versions, and achieved a good rank
compared to the other state-of-the-art methods with an average accuracy of 93.20 % on all tested datasets.

INDEX TERMS AIRS, bio-inspired, KD-tree, kNN, supervised learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
Artificial Immune Systems (AIS) are among the new biologi-
cally motivated paradigm that has been exploited as solutions
for various applications in computer science and engineering.
These systems serve as metaphors for several aspects of the
natural immune system. Some of these aspects, such as the
self/non-self-distinction and the negative selection concept
are intuitively adapted to applications of computer security,
intrusion detection [1], [2], change detection, clustering [3],
[4], etc. Nevertheless, the artificial immune systems are
not dedicated only to these fields. Research on the natural
immune system shows that the latter contains some learning
properties that can be used as machine learning systems.

Artificial Immune Recognition System (AIRS) is an AIS
classifier, which is dedicated initially to show that a subset
from the AIS aspects could produce an efficient supervised
learning system [5]. This classifier operates well and achieves
good results compared to other public classifiers [6].

This paper discusses the principal steps of the origi-
nal AIRS algorithm developed in [6] and proposes mod-
ifications to maintain system efficiency in terms of data
reduction, search cost, and the quality of the results. For
this purpose, two novel processes (Update_Weight_DL and
Remove_mc_Inactive) were added to avoid the explosion of
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data in the memory cells set (MC). To reduce the search cost
of the best memory cell mcmatch, the MC set is restructured
as a binary search tree (Kd-tree) to go from linear to binary
search. Finally, slight modifications are introduced to the
mutation function and to the other stages of the AIRS to
improve classification accuracy.

The Artificial Immune Recognition System (AIRS) is a
robust and powerful information process system that stands
out with several features such as distributed control, parallel
processing, and adaptation via experience. It is one of the
supervised learning methods that has shown significant suc-
cess in a wide range of classification problems despite some
disadvantages relating to memory congestion and the high
processing time. However, compared with other supervised
learning methods, there is a significant lack of works to
improve AIRS and get the most out of this algorithm in
tackling complex problems.

The proposed modification improved the AIRS in terms of
accuracy, processing time, and the amount of used memory
and allowed it to get a good rank compared with other clas-
sifiers. In addition, unlike the other classifiers that require a
reconfiguration for each dataset, the improved AIRS allowed
to preserve the same performance on all datasets by using the
same parameter’s values.

To cover all sections, the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 explains in detail the steps of the original AIRS
algorithm as well as the proposed modifications, obtained
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results on the public datasets are presented in Section 3,
Section 4 concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK
With the development of the technology, the quantity of the
collected and the treated data become enormous. Faced of
this growing of data, the ability to automatically classify
data models into categories of interest become a necessary
tool that use these large collections of data as sources of
information rather than just storing them.

Recently, it appears many methods for grouping individ-
uals according to their similarities, from these methods we
cite: k Nearest Neighbors (kNN) [7], IMVKNN [8], SVM [9],
Adaptative Boosting (Adaboost) [10], etc.

The complexity of the classification task is not related
only on the amount of data but also to the dimension of the
latter. Reduction of the dimension of data performed with two
different techniques: feature extraction and feature selection.

• Feature extraction allows creating a set of features by
transforming the primary data space into a subspace of a
small dimension. Many methods have been exploited as
extraction features tool: Ershad and Hashemi [11] used
Dispelling Classes Gradually (DCG) concept on the
input data to reduce features, Siouda et al. [12] exploited
the deep autoencoder as feature extractor tool.

• Feature selection choose the most important or the rel-
evant features that can improve the classification qual-
ity, as an example of the feature selection methods:
Adil et al. [13] that used Principal Component Analy-
sis (PCA) for selecting the best features which represent
more the facial expression. In the same context and
for improving results quality authors of [14] exploited
genetic algorithm to select the best features and to opti-
mize SVM hyperparameters. Raj et al. [15] proposed an
improves classifier names Optimal Deep Learning (DL)
as feature selection tool for medical image.

The viability of the problems treated requires other standard
classification techniques. Recently, there exist new category
of algorithms called bio-inspired algorithms. This category
of algorithms can serve the metaphors for computer sys-
tems such as the evolutionary computing algorithms [6]. The
first research works on artificial evolution were focused on
genetic algorithms (GA). The latter have managed to cope
with optimization problems through the mutation and cross-
ing mechanism [16]. In the same context, we also find the
artificial immune system (AIS) [6] and the artificial neural
networks, which have shown their effectiveness in the learn-
ing domain [17], [18].

In the literature, there is also another category of bio-
inspired approaches, which based on the behavior of swarms
in nature (swarm intelligence). This category has succeeded
to attract the attention of several researchers and to gen-
erate many approaches such as ant colonies [19], particle
swarm optimization algorithm (PSO) [20], bee swarms [21],
artificial fish swarms [22], and so many others [23]–[30].

The artificial immune system (AIS) is among the most suc-
cessful bio-inspired approaches. It includes a set of tech-
niques that exploit the various aspects of the natural Immune
System (IS), such as the concept of memorization by memory
cells, recognition aspect, maturation of cells, cloning, etc.
Based on these concepts and the context of the problems
to be solved, several artificial immune systems have been
proposed.

The first artificial immunemodel was proposed by the biol-
ogist Jerne in 1974 [31], this model represents the dynamic
behavior of IS even in the absence of the antigen. The system
is built from the idiotype-paratope relationships between B
cells-antigens and the antibodies of B cells which are inter-
connected with each other to recognize antigens [32]. This
relationship makes the cognitive capacity of IS similar to a
neural network [33]. Authors in [1] suggest a negative selec-
tion algorithm inspired by the tolerance of self-mechanism
defense in the production of mature T cells (detector cells).
All cells, which able to recognize the self are eliminated and
the cells that are able to detect non-self are filtered in a control
phase. Works done in [34] propose a clonal selection algo-
rithm that explains how the IS interacts with antigens (clonal
selection algorithm). The algorithm exploits the principle of
memory cells mc that keeps only the best representatives.
The B cells that recognize the antigen and which have a high
degree of affinity will be cloned and mutated in order to be
selected later as memory cells. In the danger theory, the IS
reacts not only to non-self cells but also to the infected self-
cells. These latter send an alarm signal to allow the system
to distinguish between dangerous and non-dangerous cells,
which explains why the system does not react to non-self
entities that are not dangerous. From this principle, authors
in [35] develop an approach that characterizes this theory,
where the danger is measured according to the gravity of the
damage in the infected cells.

As part of supervised learning, Watkins and Boggess [6]
proposed an Artificial Immune Recognition System (AIRS)
inspired by learning andmemorization aspects of thememory
cells [36]. This algorithm measures the degree of similar-
ity between training data (antigens) and potential solutions
(antibodies or B cells). AIRS takes as input an antigen and
produces a set of memory cells as output, these cells are used
later in the classification phase. Authors in [37] perform a
revision in some AIRS processes to increase data reduction
capacity. In the literature, the AIS was also used in the context
of unsupervised learning [3], [4], [38].

III. ARTIFICIAL IMMUNE RECOGNITION SYSTEM (AIRS)
When a strange element enters, the body uses a set of defense
mechanisms to protect itself from these elements. The bio-
logical system has an intelligent ability to recognize self cells
from non-self cells. Inspired by this biological mechanism,
computer science has developed systems that can serve as a
metaphor for some aspects of the natural immune system.

AIRS is a supervised artificial immune system that
describes the immune response caused when an antigen is
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detected by measuring the degree of closeness between train-
ing data (antigens) and B cells based on antigen-antibody
representation. In the AIRS, the degree of similarity is called
affinity or stimulation. After recognizing the antigen, the
system generates a set of memory cells which constitute
later the learning model. However, the original version of
AIRS [6], has some drawbacks that influence the quality of
the obtained results and the processing time. In the following,
we introduce some basic concepts, present and discuss the
original AIRS steps, and detail the proposed modifications.
Table 1 details some used keywords in AIRS.

To create a robust classification model, AIRS uses four
main steps: Initialization, Memory cell identification and
ARB generation, Competition for resources and develop-
ment of a candidate memory cell and Memory cell intro-
duction. Each step is detailed in the following.

A. INITIALIZATION
During this pretreatment phase, all features vectors (antigens)
are normalized such that the distance between two features
vectors is always in the range of [0, 1]. After that, AIRS
calculate the Affinity Threshold (AT) using Equation (1).
AT is used in theMemory cell introduction to substitute the
mcmatch with a new memory cell.

AT =

∑n
i=1

∑n
j=i+1 Affinity(agi, agj)

n(n−1)
2

(1)

Were n is the number of antigens in the training data and
Affinity(agi, agj) is defined as the Euclidean distance between
two pairs of antibodies or antigens. This stage ends by pro-
ducing memory cells (MC) and B cells (ARB). The role of
the initialization phase is to fill the MC set and the ARB set.
The number of the initial memory cells in the MC set is an
empirical number chosen by the user. There are two possible
configurations: The first one is with an emptyMC if the time
of training does not matter and the second one with a set of
antigens randomly selected from the training vector to speed
up the time of training.
MC and ARB are composed of class groups (MCag.c,

ABag.c). The MC set is very important since it constitutes
the learning model. Initialized MC set with random ag can
influence the quality of the obtained results. In the original
initialization phase of AIRS, many groups of mc have no
representatives or bad representatives.

To solve these problems we propose (Algorithm 1) a
semi-random process that initializesMC set with the average
vectors of ag which have the same class, then we randomly
assign some ag ∈ AG to this group. Our proposition provides
a good beginning for AIRS and increases the possibility to
generate a good mcmatch. In the original version, MC set can
havemany inactive memory cell (mc) with a low participation
rate during all the system lifetime. This situation causes a
combinatorial explosion especially in large databases and
increases the algorithmic complexity in all processing levels.
In addition, a very high number of inactive mc can generate
bad results.

TABLE 1. The basic concepts used in AIRS.

To avoid these problems, we propose for each created
mc, a weight and a lifetime which will be used later in
the update process of MC set. The randomly generated mc
has an initial weight equal to 0. Since the agm are the best
representatives of MC , the initial weight is set to a value
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FIGURE 1. Flowchart of the proposed initialization of MC and ARB sets.

greater than 0 according to the Equation (2). The lifetime
of the created mc is set to 0. All Artificial Recognition Ball
(ab) weights are initialized with 0. The concept of weight in
ARB replaces the notion of resources in the original version
of AIRS.

agm.w =
1
nc

(2)

B. MEMORY CELL IDENTIFICATION AND ARB
GENERATION
This phase contains two essential steps: the first step consists
to identify the memory cellmcmatch fromMC set that belongs
to the same class of ag and which has a high stimulation with
it(Equation 3). If MCag.c is empty so mcmatch ← ag and
MCag.c← MCag.c ∪ ag.

mcmatch = argmaxmc∈MCag.cStimulation(ag,mc) (3)

With:

Stimulation(ag,mc) = 1− Affinity(ag,mc) (4)

The structure of theMC set as it is proposed in [6] requires
a sequential research method to find the mcmatch. The use
of linear search gives rise to a higher search cost and more
powerful machines in the case of large datasets. To solve this
problem, we propose to organize the MC set as a tree (kd-
Tree [39]) where the most similarmc are stored as a bag in its
leaves.

The capacity of the bags is fixed empirically by the user.
Once the bag is saturated, it will be exploded into two new
bags, and the two most dissimilar mc are chosen to represent
each new bag (left node, right node). Searching for mcmatch
takes only one side of the tree and depending on the distance
of ag with the left and right node, the bag of mcmatch can
be easily located. After determining the bag, a local search

is made in the latter to find the most similar mc having the
same class of ag. In the case of an empty search result,
ag is chosen as mcmatch. The substitution of the sequential
structure used in the original version with a tree structure
allowed to reduce the search complexity from sequential to
logarithmic. Algorithm 2 describes in detail the proposed
Memory cell identification step. As mentioned previously,
we introduced the concepts of weight and lifetime for each
mc to avoid quality deterioration and data explosion caused
by inactive mc with a low participation rate. Inspired from
the biological mechanism of elimination of inactive mem-
ory cells, we propose two functions: Update_Weight_DL
to update the parameters of mc (Algorithm 3), and
Remove_mc_Inactive to remove the inactive mc from MC
set(Algorithm 4).

Each memory cell mc has a life counter mc.DL which
increases each time when it encounters the antigens. Memory
cells that consumed their DL and which have a low activity
are removed from the MC set. Unlike, if a memory cell
is very active and it has consumed its lifetime, it benefits
from a new lifetime (mc.DL = 0). In both cases, the
activity rate is measured according to the weight. Note that
Update_Weight_DL and Remove_mc_Inactive are applied
only for the bag that contains mcmatch.

After identifying the memory cell mcmatch, the second step
consists of generating new ARB’s clones by the mutation
of the feature vector of mcmatch with an empirically fixed
rate between 0 and 1. The number of clones generated is
calculated by (III-B).

NumClones = hyper_mutation_rate× clonal_rate

×stimulation(ag, mcmatch) (5)

The hyper_mutation_rate and the clonal_rate are two
integer values empirically chosen by the user. We kept the
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Algorithm 1 Initialization
Require: AG
Ensure: the initial MC set, the initial ARB set
Variables
Begin
nbrMC , nbrARB: They are respectively the initial number
of mc and ARBs
minfi: The ith minimum value in the feature vectors
maxfi: The ith maximum value in the feature vectors
agm: Themean vector of the antigens belonging to the same
class
End
for each ag ∈ AG do
for each ag.fi ∈ ag.f do

ag.fi←
ag.fi−minfi
maxfi−minfi
|ag.f |

end for
end for

AT ←
∑|AG|−1

i=1
∑|AG|

j=i+1 Affinity(agi,agj)
|AG|(|AG|−1)

2
nbrMC ← value
for c = 1 to nc do
agm← mean_vector(AGc)
mc← agm
mc.w← 1

nc
mc.DL ← 0
MCc← MCc ∪ mc

end for
while |MC| ≤ nbrMC do
Choose randomly an ag ∈ AG
mc← ag
mc.w← 0
mc.DL ← 0
MCmc.c← MCmc.c ∪ mc

end while
nbrARB← value
while |AB| ≤ nbrARB do
Choose randomly an ag ∈ AG
ab← ag
ab.w← 0
ABab.c← ABab.c ∪ ab

end while
Create a KD-Tree with the initialMC

same principle of the mutation function proposed in [37]
with some modification. So we added a weight to each new
clone according to their stimulation with the current antigen
in order to increase their opportunity to be selected as a
candidate memory cell (6).

mcclone.w = stimulation(ag, mcclone) (6)

In the original version of AIRS, the feature vector produced
after the mutation is assigned randomly to a class which
causes an increase in false classifications. In order to over-
come this problem, we propose to label the new clones with
the class of the nearest mean vector of the antigens generated

Algorithm 2Memory_cell_identification
Require: ag, MC
Ensure: mcmatch
maxStim←−1
Find← False
ifMC = null then
mcmatch← ag
MC.bag←MC.bag ∪ ag

else
if ( MC.L = null) and (MC.R = null) then
Update_Weight_DL (MC.bag, ag)
Remove_mc_Inactif (MC.bag)
for j = 1 to |MC.bag| do

if ag.c = mcj.c then
Find← True
valStim← stimulation (ag,mcj)
if valStim > maxStim then

mcmatch← mcj
maxStim← valStim

end if
end if

end for
if Find=False then

mcmatch← ag
MC.bag←MC.bag ∪ ag

end if
else

if dist(ag, MC.L) ≤ dist(ag, MC.R) then
mcmatch ← Memory_cell_identification(ag,
MC.L)

else
mcmatch ← Memory_cell_identification(ag,
MC.R)

end if
end if

end if

in the initialization phase. The proposed mutation function is
defined in the Algorithm 6. with drandom(): A function that
returns a random number between 0 and 1. Note that AB set
contains ARBs generated during the previous iterations and
the new clones created from mcmatch. The ab within AB set
are also grouped into classes.

C. COMPETITION FOR RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT
OF A CANDIDATE MEMORY CELL
The aim of this phase is to filter the AB set in order to
keep only the most representative ab and the most similar
to the antigen ag. For this purpose authors in [6] propose a
technique that organizes the survival of individuals within the
AB population. This technique suggests a cumulative resource
sharing process based on the nature of the ag class. Half of
the cumulative resources is allocated to the ab that has the
same class of ag, the rest is shared between the other ab. Each
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Algorithm 3 Remove_mc_Inactive
Require: MC.bag
Ensure: MC.bag

for i = 1 to |MC.bag| do
if mci.DL ≥ S_DL then
if mci.w ≤ S_activation then
MC.bag←MC.bag − mci

end if
else

mci.DL← 0
end if

end for

Algorithm 4 Update_Weight_DL
Require: MC.bag, ag
Ensure: MC.bag

for i = 1 to |MC.bag| do
if mci.c = ag.c then
mci.DL← mci.DL+1
mci.w← mci.w +

stimulation(ag,mci)
sum_stimulation(MC.bag)

end if
end for
for i = 1 to |MC.bag| do
if mci.c = ag.c then
Normalized the weight of mci by:
mci.w←

mci.w
sum_weigth(MC.bag)

end if
end for

Algorithm 5 ARB Generation
Require: mcmatch, ag,hyper_mutation_rate, clonal_rate
Ensure: ARB (AB)
Variables
Begin
MU: The mutated ARB clones.
mut: A boolean value
End
MU← ∅
MU←MU ∪ makeARB(mcmatch)
stim← stimulation (ag, mcmatch )
NumClones← hyper_mutation_rate× clonal_rate× stim

while |MU| <NumClones do
mut← false
mcclone← mcmatch
mcclone, mut← mutation (mcclone, mut)
if mut = true then
mcclone.w← stimulation (ag,mcclone)
MU←MU ∪ makeARB (mcclone)

end if
end while
AB← AB ∪MU

class in the AB set has a maximum resource allocation, if the
sum of resources allocated in a class exceeds their maximum

Algorithm 6Mutation Function
Require: x, b, mutation_rate
Ensure: x, b

for each x.fi ∈ x.f do
Change← drandom()
Changeto← drandom()
if Change < mutation_rate then
x.fi←Changeto × normalization_value
b← True

end if
end for
if b=True then
Change← drandom()
if Change < mutation_rate then

x.c← argminci∈1,2,..,ncdist(x,mean(AG.ci))
end if

end if

allocation, the additional resources will be removed from the
least stimulated ab of this class. In addition, to eliminate the
overlap between classes created by the ab having maximum
stimulation with ag from other classes, any ab that has a
number of resources equal to zero will also be removed from
AB population (see Algorithm 7).

After this process, The AB set has the most stimulated
ARBswith the antigen ag and which succeeded in the acquisi-
tion of resources. Once this stage is finished, a stop criterion
is calculated to verify if the stimulation of the ARBs with ag
is sufficient. The stopping criterion is reached if and only if
si ≥ stimulation_threshold where i = ag.c

Si =

∑|ABi|
j=1 abj.stim

|ABi|
, abj ∈ ABi (7)

During this time, each ab ∈ AB has a chance to produce
mutated offspring, in order to increase the diversity of mem-
bers within the AB set.
To reach this goal, the original mutation function was

substituted in Mutation of surviving ARB process by the
mutation function proposed in the algorithm 6.

The mutation of ARBs process passes to the next step only
if the stopping criterion is met; otherwise, it will be repeated
until the stopping criterion is reached. Note that the mutation
of the ARBs is performed at least once even if the stopping
criterion is reached.

In the original version, when the mutation of ARBs is fin-
ished, the AIRS selects a candidate memory cell (mccandidate)
from the remaining ab. The mccandidate is the most stimulated
ab with ag having the same class as the latter. However, the
choice of a single memory cell candidate is unjust, since
the rest ab that have the same class of the antigen ag are
also among the best representatives of the latter. For this
purpose we propose to build a population of mccandidates
(MCcandidates) with the remains ab instead of choosing a
singlemccandidate. This proposition allows increasing the pos-
sibility of introducing new memory cells that can give a
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Algorithm 7 Stimulation, Resource Allocation, and ARB
Removal
Require: AB
Ensure: AB

Variables
Begin
MAX, MIN: Two real numbers.
TotalNumResources: The number of resources in the sys-
tem.
End
minStim←MAX
maxStim←MIN
for each ab ∈ AB do
stim← stimulation (ag, ab)
if stim < minStim then

minStim← stim
end if
if stim >maxStim then
maxStim← stim

end if
ab.stim← stim

end for
for each ab ∈ AB do
if ab.c = ag.c then

ab.stim← ab.stim-minStim
maxStim-minStim

else
ab.stim← 1− ab.stim-minStim

maxStim-minStim
end if
ab.resources← ab.stim × clonal_rate

end for
i← 1
while i<nc do
resAlloc←

∑|ABi|
j=1 abj.resources, abj ∈ ABi

if i=ag.c then
numResAllowed← TotalNumResources

2
else
numResAllowed← TotalNumResources

2×(nc−1)
end if
while resAlloc > numResAllowed do

numResRemoved← resAlloc − numResAllowed
abremoved ← argminab∈ABi (ab.stim)
if abremoved .resources ≤ numResRemoved then

ABi←ABi−abremoved
resAlloc← resAlloc − abremoved .resources

else
abremoved .resources← abremoved .resources− num-
ResRemoved
resAlloc← resAlloc − numResRemoved

end if
end while
i← i+1

end while

more correct and more complete classification model for the
antigen ag.

Algorithm 8Mutation of Surviving ARB Function
Require: AB
Ensure: AB

MU← ∅
for each ab ∈ AB do
rd← drandom()
if ab.stim > rd then

NumClones← ab.stim × clonal_rate
i← 1
while i ≤ NumClones do

mut← false
abclone← ab
abclone← mutation (abclone, mut)
if mut = True then
MU←MU ∪ abclone

end if
i← i+1

end while
end if

end for
AB← AB ∪MU

Algorithm 9Memory Cells Introduction
Require: MCcandidates, ag, AT, ATS, mcmatch
Ensure: MC

Find← False
MatchStim← stimulation (ag, mcmatch )
for each mccandidate ∈MCcandidates do
CandStim← stimulation (ag,mccandidate)
CellAff← affinity (mccandidate, mcmatch )
if CandStim > MatchStim then
if (CellAff < AT × ATS) and (Find =False ) then
Remove mcmatch from the MC tree
Find← True

end if
mccandidate.DL← 0
Add mccandidate to MC tree

end if
end for

D. MEMORY CELL INTRODUCTION
The last stage in the training process of one antigen consists
to introduce the memory cell candidate mccandidate in theMC
set. The mccandidate which has a stimulation with ag greater
than the stimulation of mcmatch with ag will be added to
the MC set as a new memory cell (mc). If the affinity of
mccandidate is lower than (AT × ATS), mccandidate replaces
mcmatch in theMC set.

In the proposed Memory cell introduction algorithm
(Algorithm 9), the same principle of the original AIRS is
kept except for the number of introduced memory cells in the
updating process. Indeed, the proposed mechanism improves
the system and provides a high opportunity to produce a more
representative model by adding all mccandidate with higher
stimulation than the mcmatch.
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TABLE 2. Description of the used datasets.

TABLE 3. Used parameters for RAIRS.

The lifetime counter of each introduced mccandidate is ini-
tialized with 0. Then, the Remove_mc_Inactive algorithm
is applied in order to avoid the explosion of the MC set.
This mechanism allows removing all mc which participates
infrequently in the system (a very lower lifetime).

Once the evaluation of the mccandidates is completed,
we proceed to the training of the next antigen in the training
set starting from Memory cell identification and ARB gen-
eration stage until this stage. The training is finished when
all antigens are presented to the system.

E. CLASSIFICATION
After the training stage, the MC set is ready for the clas-
sification of new elements. The classification is achieved
by kNN (k nearest neighbor) classifier [7] according to a
majority vote of k memory cells which is closest to the
input element. However, research on the k nearest neighbor
requires an iterative process of all model elements, which
increases the search cost. The new structure proposed for
the MC set in the form of a kd-Tree allows migrating
from sequential to binary search, which facilitates finding
the k nearest neighbor and accelerates the time spend for
this task since the complexity is reduced from sequential to
logarithmic.

IV. TESTS AND RESULTS
This section presents the obtained results of the proposed
RAIRS on public datasets selected from the Irvine automatic

TABLE 4. Comparison of RAIRS accuracy on iris, ionosphere, sonar and
pima-diabet datasets. (The other results are gathered from [41] and [42]).

learning repository of the University of California (UCI) [40].
All tests were performed in a Python environment on an
i7 PC, with a memory of 8 GB.

Recall that the objective of this paper is to improve
the original AIRS. For this purpose, we have chosen the
same datasets used in [6] (AIRS1) for the original version
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TABLE 5. RAIRS and AIRS1 results (accuracy) on iris, pima-diabets, ionosphere, sonar, heart–statlog, hepatitis, Wisconsin-breast cancer, dry bean dataset,
steel plates faults, HTRU2 and yeast datasets.

TABLE 6. Running time, execution time and search time on mcmatch of RAIRS and AIRS1.

TABLE 7. Comparison of RAIRS accuracy with other state-of-the-art methods on heart–statlog, hepatitis and Wisconsin-breast cancer datasets.

and in [37]) (AIRS2) which also proposes an improve-
ment of AIRS1. In addition, the proposed algorithm is
compared with other state-of-the-art methods such as RBF,
C4.5 decision trees, SVM and MLP+BP, etc. on the same
datasets. A brief description of the used datasets is shown

in Table 2. The presented results are the outputs of several
cross-validation based tests varying from 5 to 13 folder
depending on the nature of the dataset. Except for the Iono-
sphere dataset in which 200 and 151 samples are selected
respectively for training and testing.
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TABLE 8. The search complexity on mcmatch and the k nearest neighbors.

After several tests, the best results were obtained with the
parameters presented in Table 3. The mutation rate was fixed
empirically after several tests as 0.1. The AIRS algorithm,
like many other classification tools, needs to fix its parame-
ters empirically, and we found no work in the state of the art
which can give the way to choose correctly these values.

We noticed that the mutation rate should be kept very low,
otherwise convergence may be delayed unnecessarily.

Note that the same parameters were used for all tests
of all datasets. The proposed system has achieved better
results when the parameters were tuned separately for each
dataset.

The comparative study presented in Tables 4, 5, and 7,
shows clearly that the Revised AIRS has obtained good
results and achieved good rank in the most of datasets. The
proposed RAIRS have surpassed the basic AIRS (AIRS1)
in all used datasets and have reached the best accuracy rate
in Iris, Ionosphere, Sonar, Pima-Diabetes, Heart-Statlog, Dry
Bean Dataset, Steel Plates Faults, HTRU2 and Yeast datasets.
Moreover, we have reached an accuracy rank better than the
improved AIRS (AIRS2) in the datasets: Iris, Ionosphere,
Sonar and Pima-Diabetes. This is due to the corrections made
to the basic algorithm, which allowed on the one hand a better
start of the system thanks to the new initialization process and
on the other hand to the improvements made in almost all the
levels of the basic AIRS. However, the proposed method has
ranked second in Ionosphere dataset and third in: Wisconsin-
Breast Cancer and Hepatitis datasets.

Table 6 shows clearly that the Revised Artificial Immune
Recognition System (RAIRS) achieved a good search time on
mcmatch and a better execution time compared to the AIRS1,
especially in the big datasets. This is due to the use of a
kd-tree to structure theMC set.

It is really that the training times of RAIRS are not
improved, due to the added functions Update_Weight_DL
and Remove_mc_Inactive and the calculation of the mean
vectors. All these modifications have improved the quality of
the results.

From the Table 8, we can see that the search complexity
of RAIRS has been significantly improved. Indeed, the refor-
mulation of the MC set as a binary search tree decreased the
search complexity of the mcmatch and the k nearest neighbors
from sequential to logarithmic.

To get a more accurate idea on the obtained results, the
statistical P-value test was used under the null hypothesis
(H0) that there are no significant performance differences on
the used datasets. The P-value was calculated using the Fried-
man aligned ranks test and compared with the significance
level 0.05. The obtained P-value is 0.0035 which means that
the proposed RAIRS gave significant results on all datasets
since the calculated P-value is smaller than the significance
threshold.

V. CONCLUSION
The Artificial Immune Recognition System (AIRS) has
achieved great success in solving optimization and classifi-
cation problems. However, the initial version of AIRS suffers
from a high computation cost, an exponential growth for the
generated data, and the algorithm’s complexity.

For this purpose, a revised version of AIRS was proposed
in this article. The RAIRS introduces some new mecha-
nisms: deleting inactive mc to avoid data explosion, adding
the concept of weight and lifetime counter for each mc to
improve quality, and selecting only the best representative
cells. In addition, slight modifications in the AIRS function-
alities were made like the mutation function and the memory
cell introduction mechanism.We also proposed to replace the
structure of theMC set by a binary tree structure (kd-tree) to
reduce the search complexity and calculation time.

The evaluations of the proposed RAIRS on some UCI
datasets show the effectiveness and the improvements that we
have obtained compared with: the original version of AIRS,
an improvement of the AIRS, and some public methods on
the same datasets.

As future work, the RAIRS can be used to resolve
the immunological problems for predicting the binding or
non-binding of T -cell receptors. The AIRS can be improved
even further by using a multi-view learning approach. Also,
we investigate the possible use of deep learning for the AIRS.
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